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PARIS: Coco Gauff became the youngest Grand Slam
quarter-finalist in 15 years yesterday when she defeat-
ed Tunisia’s Ons Jabeur at the French Open claiming
she “dreams big but aims higher”. Gauff, 17, swept to a
53-minute 6-3, 6-1 win and takes on Barbora
Krejcikova of the Czech Republic for a place in the
semi-finals.

At the age of 17 years and 86 days, Gauff is the
youngest woman to reach the last eight of a Slam since
Nicole Vaidisova who made the quarter-finals at
Roland Garros in 2006 aged 17 years and 44 days. She
is also the youngest American woman to book a place
in the last eight in Paris since Jennifer Capriati in 1993.

“You know, my message has always been ‘dream
big and aim higher’. I think that today was honestly
coming from that message of aiming higher,” she said.
“I could easily have said I’m satisfied with the fourth
round and everything, but today I think I just came in
more hungry and wanting more compared to my last
times I have been in the fourth round.”

In a composed performance on Court Philippe
Chatrier yesterday, the American teenager broke her
fellow former junior champion three times without fac-
ing a break point herself. “I am super happy to reach
my first Grand Slam quarter-final. I played really well
today,” said Gauff who has yet to drop a set at the

tournament. Gauff came into the French Open on the
back of a clay court title in Parma. “Parma taught me
how to close out matches and how to deal with pres-
sure,” added the American who also discovered
Monday that she had claimed a place on the US team
for the Tokyo Olympics.

Gauff made her breakthrough famously at
Wimbledon in 2019 when she was just 15. She was the
youngest woman ever to qualify for the tournament
and backed it up by reaching the fourth round, defeat-
ing childhood idol Venus Williams on the way.

Later that summer, she melted the hearts of a tough
New York crowd when she collapsed in tears into the
consoling arms of Naomi Osaka after losing to the
Japanese star in the third round. Gauff then claimed
her maiden title at Linz and this year in Paris is playing
at a career-high ranking of 25 in the world.

While the tennis world focuses on her age, Gauff
insists she is more interested in what happens on
court. “I don’t really care if you guys talk about my age
or not. I’m 17. That’s the truth,” she said. “I promise
you my opponents probably don’t care about how old
I am. They want to beat me just as bad regardless of
my age, and I want to beat them just as bad regardless
of their age. I’m only going to be 17 once, so you might
as well talk about it while I’m 17.” — AFP

Gauff ‘dreams big, aims
higher’ at French Open

PARIS: Coco Gauff of the US returns the ball to Tunisia’s Ons Jabeur during their women’s singles fourth round
tennis match on Day 9 of The Roland Garros 2021 French Open tennis tournament in Paris yesterday. — AFP

Perez wins as
Verstappen, Hamilton
KO’d by Baku
BAKU: Red Bull’s Sergio Perez won a chaotic
Azerbaijan Grand Prix on Sunday as both Max
Verstappen and Lewis Hamilton failed to finish.
Sebastian Vettel for Aston Martin and Pierre Gasly for
Alpha Tauri completed the unexpected podium after
the streets of Baku lived up to their reputation for
delivering an afternoon of drama and tension.

Verstappen crashed with five laps to go and the
sixth race of the season at his mercy. Hamilton then
locked up at the restart when on target for second. As
the dust began to settle on the banks of the Caspian
Sea, Verstappen retained his slender four point lead in
the drivers’ standings.

His team-mate Perez gained his first win since join-
ing Red Bull and the second of his career. “I’m so hap-
py for today. Normally Baku is pretty crazy but I have
to say sorry to Max. He deserved the win today and it
would have been good for the team to get a 1-2, but
the win is a fantastic result.” Perez inherited the lead
when Verstappen’s left rear tyre shredded triggering a
high-speed crash in the straight as he was set to col-
lect his second consecutive win and third of the sea-
son. “Tyre!” shouted a distraught Verstappen on the
team radio. After a red-flag stoppage lasting more
than half an hour to clear debris from Verstappen’s
stricken car, the grand prix resumed from the grid with
a two lap sprint to the chequered flag.

‘Magic switch’
Hamilton looked to have the measure of Perez but

the Mercedes seven-time world champion spun off at
turn one, leaving the band to play the Mexican rather
than British national anthem. Pole-sitter Charles
Leclerc came in fifth ahead of Fernando Alonso for
Alpine and Japanese rookie Yuki Tsunoda celebrating
his highest finish for Alpha Tauri in seventh. Hamilton
was 15th and out of the points for the first time since
Austria in 2018.

“Naturally it’s quite a humbling experience,” said
Hamilton. “We’ve worked so hard to come back into
the top 10 and I put everything on the line but just lost
out in the end. I clipped a switch that places the brakes
off so I just went straight on at turn one on the restart.
I’m very sorry to the guys and girls in the team. I had
no idea that I’ve even touched the ‘magic’ switch.”

There was a somber start to proceedings with a
minute’s silence for Max Mosley, the former FIA boss
who died last month, and Mansour Ojjeh, McLaren’s
influential majority stakeholder, who died earlier

Sunday. Leclerc made a slick start, but Hamilton was
lurking and the world champion surged past the pole-
sitting Ferrari going into turn one at the start of lap
three. 

Verstappen executed an identical maneuver to
move past Leclerc and into second on lap seven.
Hamilton came in for a pit stop on lap 12, rejoining
having swopped soft tyres for hard in fourth - another

car costing him vital seconds on his exit from the pits.
Verstappen and Perez followed suit, leaving Vettel

in charge. The German four-time former champion
came in eventually to leave the two Red Bulls being
hunted down by Hamilton approaching the midway
point of the 51-lap contest.

The only driver not to have pitted was Lance Stroll,
but the Canadian was back in the pits in the medical
car on lap 31 after a high-speed smash on the straight
when his left rear tyre shredded. “Whoa, whoa, whoa.
Get me out of this place on the track. Puncture, I

think,” he said, the crash forcing a long safety car
interval. He escaped unhurt.

Racing resumed four laps later with Verstappen and
Perez leading. Vettel, enjoying his best race for new
team Aston Martin, jumped Leclerc and then picked
off Gasly to leave Hamilton in his cross-hairs. With five
laps to go Verstappen’s race was cruelly over, but
Perez managed to save the day for Red Bull. — AFP 

BAKU: Red Bull’s Mexican driver Sergio Perez wins the Formula One Azerbaijan Grand Prix at the Baku City
Circuit in Baku on Sunday. — AFP

Mayweather barely
breaks sweat in
‘training session’
with YouTuber Paul
MIAMI: Floyd Mayweather predictably dominated
YouTube star Logan Paul on Sunday in an eight-round
exhibition fight in Miami before admitting it could have
been his final performance. Mayweather, who weighed
in at 155 lbs with his opponent tipping the scales at
189.5 lbs, produced a slick performance much to the
delight of the crowd at Hard Rock Stadium in Florida,
although the fight was deemed a draw.

Intermittent rain throughout the evening failed to
put a damper on the 44-year-old Mayweather’s first
performance since beating Japanese kickboxer
Tenshin Nasukawa in December 2018. With the likes of
former heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield
watching on from ringside, the 26-year-old Paul lasted
eight rounds against Mayweather, who barely broke a
sweat. This was declared an exhibition, rather than a
licensed bout, which meant there were no judges and
the only way to triumph was to stop or knock out the
opponent within the eight three-minute rounds. While
Mayweather outclassed Paul and delivered a number
of punishing blows, he failed to land a knockout punch
and without any judges to keep score, the bout was
called a draw.

Mayweather had ended his boxing career in 2017
with a record of 50-0 after beating UFC star Conor
McGregor in Las Vegas. Paul was taking part in his
third fight after two encounters against fellow
YouTuber KSI. Mayweather claimed afterwards this
could be his final appearance, saying “I wanted to give
people a show and he was fighting to survive. 

“This was like a training session, really. Just going
the distance was a win for him. He can grapple and
was good at holding. When a guy that size is holding
you, it’s hard to get him off you. If they are happy with
grappling and holding for eight rounds, that’s good for
them,” he said. “I had fun, he did too. It was cool.
When the money comes, we will see who the winner is.
Will I make a comeback? Absolutely not. I have retired
from the sport of boxing. I probably won’t do an exhi-
bition again either.”

Paul, who tried to wear down Mayweather with his
extra weight, did well to last eight rounds and enjoyed
some moderate success but his opponent’s experience
and boxing know-how was too much. “I am going into
the Hall of Fame, I have nothing to prove,” said
Mayweather. “I hope the fans were pleased. I have
been in this sport for so long, I was letting people see I
can come out at the age of 44 and bring almost
30,000 to the stadium and bring good pay-per-view
numbers. I am not going to perform like I was 19, it’s all
about growth and aging. I can’t fight like when I fought
people like Gatti and people like that. It’s sad Manny
Pacquiao is coming out to fight again. 

“I could have pressed really hard but it was fun. His
whole goal was to survive and that was a win for him.
If he’s happy, so be it. In the history books I will
always be the greatest. If he would have fought more,
it wouldn’t have lasted eight rounds.” Paul enjoyed
being in the ring with one of the best of all time, even if
he was on the wrong end of too many heavy shots. “He
was slower than I thought, father time is catching up
with him perhaps,” said Paul. “I knew if it went the dis-
tance I won technically but I hit him with a good shot
in the first round but surviving against Floyd
Mayweather is something and I am happy.” — AFP 

Ice vests, coconut
water as Pakistan
Super League
feels heat in UAE
KARACHI: Pakistan Super League cricketers will
have to contend with soaring temperatures and empty
stadiums when the COVID-hit Twenty20 competition
resumes far from home in Abu Dhabi tomorrow. With
day-time temperatures hitting 40 degrees Celsius (104
Fahrenheit), some players will wear ice vests on the
field, while bowlers have been told to drink coconut
water, a natural coolant.

The T20 cricket league was halted in Pakistan in
March after seven players and support staff tested
positive for COVID-19, and restart efforts stalled as
the country was hit by a third wave of the virus. The
PSL will now be completed in the intense heat of the
Gulf summer but, with the earliest games starting at
5pm, PCB CEO Wasim Khan said the conditions
weren’t “unplayable”. “There will be ice vests, packs,
ice collars, regular drink intervals to make sure that
players are kept safe and healthy,” said Khan. “But it’s
not in a position which is unplayable. It’s 38-40
degrees but by five o’clock in the evening it cools
down a little bit.” The United Arab Emirates will also
host the remainder of the suspended Indian Premier
League in September and October, while India is con-
sidering moving the October-November T20 World
Cup to the Gulf country.

After exploring the possibility of resuming in the
UAE, the Pakistan Cricket Board almost canned the
PSL’s sixth edition entirely because of visa problems
for players and camera crews travelling from Pakistan,
India and South Africa. All three countries are all on
the UAE’s “red list”, with direct scheduled flights
banned and compulsory quarantine for passengers
arriving on charters. “It’s tough to organise these
matches under COVID... bringing crew and players
from around the world and then following the stringent
protocols,” said former Pakistan all-rounder Wasim
Akram, president of defending champions Karachi
Kings. “Everybody has done a great job, and we are
now about to start.”—AFP

CAIRO: Kuwait skeet shooting team comprising of
Mansour Al-Rashidi, Saud Habeeb and Abdullah Al-
Torqi won first place and the gold medal at the Arab
Championship in Egypt. Second place went to Saudi
Arabia and third to Qatar, while the host country Egypt

ended up in fourth place. Kuwait, Palestine, Tunisia,
Qatar, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Mauritania, Algeria,
Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Yemen, Libya and UAE are partic-
ipating in the competition, in addition to hosts Egypt.
The tournament will continue until June 12.

Kuwait wins gold in
Arab shooting tournament

CAIRO: Kuwait’s Team in blue on the podium: Mansour Al-Rashidi, Saud Habeeb and Abdullah Al-Torqi.

MIAMI: Former world welterweight king Floyd
Mayweather (right) and YouTube personality Logan
Paul fight in an eight-round exhibition bout at Hard
Rock Stadium in Miami, Florida on Sunday. — AFP


